Perspective on how to approach molecular diagnostics in acute myeloid leukemia and myelodysplastic syndromes in the era of next-generation sequencing.
Molecular mutation information became essential for biological subclassification, risk stratification and therapeutic decisions in patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML). In myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS), a broad spectrum of molecular biomarkers such as the spliceosome mutations has been identified in recent years. The currently established combination of various polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methods with capillary Sanger sequencing for mutation analysis in AML is time-consuming and labor-intensive. The constantly increasing spectrum of molecular mutations is a tremendous challenge for hematological laboratories. The introduction of high-throughput sequencing technology, which allows the massive parallel analysis of hundreds of thousands of alleles in the shortest time, provides new options for molecular mutation analyses and for follow-up diagnostics in myeloid neoplasms. In contrast to whole-genome or exome analyses, amplicon deep-sequencing focuses on distinct genomic loci and their mutation patterns and enables a comprehensive biomarker analysis in a multitude of patients per analysis. This review summarizes thus far established common molecular diagnostic strategies and intends to outline the perspective of distinct novel amplicon deep-sequencing panels for patients with AML and MDS. It is foreseeable that clearly defined algorithms for molecular investigations will revolutionize diagnosis in patients with AML and MDS in the near future.